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What is AI?
● AI: Core (knowledge representation, case-based reasoning, 

cognitive modeling, machine learning, ...) + 
Fields (Vision, NLP, IoT, …) + 
Domain-specific applications (shopping recos, weather 
prediction, cancer screening, chess players, …) [Mausam, IIT-D] 

● AI has been around since the 1950s
● Why is AI gaining prominence now?

Cognition
"the mental action or process of acquiring 

knowledge and understanding through thought, 
experience, and the senses" [Oxford Dictionary]
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… What is AI

https://digitalwellbeing.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/Artificial-Intelligence-AI-Timeline-
Infographic.jpeg
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Fundamental Laws (informally)

1. Moore's Law: 
the performance 
of computer 
hardware doubles 
every 1.5 years

[Wikipedia]

1970: 2x103

2016: 5.7x109
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Communications

Today
• Near universal availability of intermittent shared 

wireless at 10s-100s kb/s
• Network failures and congestion are common

2035
• Universal availability of shared wireless at 1-100 

Mb/s
• Congestion and failures will still cause 

“intermittent” behaviour for high-bandwidth uses
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Personal Hardware

2035: Cradle-to-grave pocket device = 8,000 
today's laptops

Parameter 2015 2035*

Pocket-sized device Lava 356 phone XYZ digital assistant

CPU 1 core, 1 GHz 8,000 core, 1 GHz

RAM 0.5 GB 4 TB

Storage   32GB 128 TB

Network (wireless from 
telco)

100 kb/s shared 100 Mb/s shared

Display 2”x2” 10”x10” foldable

Security PIN
(insecure)

Biometric 
(unbreakable)

Cost (in 2015 Rs.) Rs. 4,500 Rs. 2,000

* Based on Moore's Law
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Fundamental Laws (informally)

2. Metcalfe's Law: the usefulness of a network is 
proportional to the square of the number of users

3. Law of Large Numbers: behaviour of a large 
population tends to a predictable normal distribution

==> Machine learning AI

[Wikipedia]
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Evolution of Computing
● Moore’s Law + Economies of Scale ==>

– 1950s-60s:  Mainframes, standalone

– 1970s:  Minicomputers, standalone

– 1980s:  PCs, standalone

– 1990s:  PCs, networked

– 2000s:  Mobile devices for access to cloud
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Technology Disruptions

 IoT:  Inexpensive sensors connected to Internet
 Weather stations: 

– IMD: Rs. 10s lakhs each, in major towns, district HQ
● Highly accurate

– IoT: Rs. 1,000s each, in every farm or field
● Less accurate
● Improve using statistical software?

 Likewise, GPS, web cameras, motion sensors, …
– Costs declined from Rs. lakhs to Rs. 1,000s
– Long-life with batteries/solar-power

 ⟹ Vast quantities of data about every locality, 
structure, machine, person, ...
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… Technology Disruptions

 Cloud Storage and Computing
– Easy, world-wide sharing of data

 Data Analytics
– Vast amounts of data ==> use probability and 

statistics to make inferences

 Machine Learning
– Given large corpus of historic data, ML algorithms 

identify patterns to make predictions
– They learn from experience
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Evolution of AI
● Two converging trends

– Hardware tending towards very large computing 
clusters with ubiquitious networking ==> cloud 
computing

– Practical computable problems 
● Past:  involved solution of equations, deterministic 

procedures (regular) 
● Future:  searching for patterns in very large data 

sets (irregular)

==> Data Science
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What is Data Science?
● Application of scientific 

processes, algorithms and 
systems to extract knowledge
and insights from data in 
various forms [Wikipedia]

● Aspects of Data Science:
– Data collection
– Data analysis
– Inference
– Communication of results

● 4th paradigm of science: 
empirical, theoretical,
computational, data science [Jim Gray]

Domain
Expertise

[Drew Conway]
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Examples of Data Science
● Face recognition in social media
● Recommendations in online shopping
● Web search: find 1-10 most relevant pages out of 

millions
● Landslide prediction
● Precision Farming
● Design of structures
● Weather prediction
● Medical diagnosis
● Design of drug molecules, …
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Medical Image Processing:  Detection of cervical 
cancer cells

● 3 years R&D with KIDWAI Memorial Institute of Oncology, 
PGI Chandigarh, Aindra Pvt. Ltd, Bangalore

● Aindra product based on IIT Mandi algorithms

MANAS
Multimedia Analytics Networks Systems
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By Bbanerje - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?
curid=45246184

Landslides
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… Landslides
● Measure soil stress-strain under varying conditions

– Soil type
– Moisture content
– Containment pressure

● Predict/mitigate landslides
– Depends on weather
– Load – trees, vegetation, buildings
– Stress due to nearby traffic, etc

● Cannot measure all combinations
→ interpolate/extrapolate using Data Science

iIoTs
start-up from 
IIT Mandi for 

landslide 
warning

http://iiots.in/
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Pesticides Labour

Produce

Market

 AgricultureTraditional knowledge
globalisation, climate change
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Weather
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Management 
Advice
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Market

Cold Storage

 Agriculture

Stock 
Info
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… Precision Agriculture

 Goal:  a decision support system for whole farm 
management to optimise returns on inputs with 
minimal use of resources using Data Science

• Relate productivity with geography, environment, water, 
fertilizer

• Early warning of stresses and disease

• Determine ideal crop variety specific to the locality 

• Determine best practices including crop rotation

Input info: weather, market prices, seed varieties, 
pesticides and fertilisers, soil conditions, ...

FarmerZoneTM @ IIT Mandi  a DBT initiative
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FarmerZone

Dynamically helps farmers in scheduling planting & blight control sprays, + 
Relative Yield prediction for crop management

Blight Diagnosis through Deep Learning
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… FarmerZone

Location Specific Weather-based 
Advisories and Weather Forecast

• A survey of existing literature carried out to quantify effect of various 
parameters on the productivity of potato.
Initial theoretical studies predict an increase in productivity of 25%-90% 
through proper practices.
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Caveats

● GIGO – garbage in garbage out:  how to ensure 
petabytes of data are correct?

● Learning bias
➢ E.g. AI for policing:  targets dark-skinned people –  

they react negatively – AI bias increases
➢ Domain experts are crucial

● Value of data – who benefits: the owners of the 
servers or the producers of the data?

➢ Each time we click on a link, within seconds the server sells 
the click many times

➢ Facebook bought Whatsapp for $19b because Whatsapp had 
500m users
The owners of Whatsapp got $19b, the 500m users got $0
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… Caveats

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?curid=13627120

“On the Internet, nobody 
knows you’re a dog”
[The New Yorker, 5th July 1993]

● Privacy – very hard 
to remain 
anonymous in the 
Digital Age

● Liability – who pays 
for an ML bug in 
self-driving 
vehicles that 
causes a flood of 
accidents?
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Students develop 
practical devices that meet 
real-world needs

2nd Yr
Product 

Development

2nd Yr
Product 

Development

1st Yr
Reverse 

Engineering

3rd Yr
Technology & 

society

3rd Yr
Technology & 

society

4th Yr
Major technical 

project – product, 
patent, publish

4th Yr
Major technical 

project – product, 
patent, publish

Inter-disciplinary academic culture
Real-world team projects from Year 1 to 4

Ingredients: 
Learn-by-doing, 

teamwork, driven by 
needs of society,

strong humanities 
component

Design-oriented B.Tech. curriculum
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Innovative Curriculum

Pre-paid EB meter
voice-controlled wheel-
chair
gas-leak detector
intelligent drip irrigation
smart whiteboard

oil-spill remover
clothes drier
automated cooker
… 
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Eg. 2nd B.Tech. students design and build 
products for society:
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Innovation by 2nd BTech

Low-cost 3D printer
Rs. 25,000 / $400

27

06/5/15

Spider
man
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ISTP

3rd BTech Practicum 
BTech 2019 projects on 
social impact of 
technology

28

Medication Dispensing

Drowsy Driving
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Innovative Curriculum
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Data Science – 3-course sequence for all 
BTech  students:

• DS1: Intro to programming with Python, 
data science, machine learning 

• DS2: Probability & Statistics
• DS3: Machine learning

All courses include significant programming

With big real-world datasets, problems from all 
branches of engineering

BTech (DS&E) from 2019 – 1st in any IIT
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Conclusions

● Fundamental laws of technology and market forces drive 
evolution of computing

● Hardware: Mainframes → PCs → Clouds
● Software: Sequential programs → parallel programs → 

multi-tasking → cloud computing
● Technology disruptions and societal needs drive 

applications
● Vast collections of online data, enormous computing 

power, near instantaneous global communications: 
→ Data-driven AI applications will gallop ahead

➢ AI-based projects at IIT Mandi

http://www.iitmandi.ac.in/
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Links 
● Jaron Lanier, Who Owns the Future? 2013

Examines the economic value of online data

● T.A. Gonsalves, et al., “VI. Cloud Computing”, in Technology Vision 
2035:  Technology Roadmap on  Information & Communication 
Technology, TIFAC, 2016, pp. 55-61.

A roadmap for cloud computing in India to 2035

● MANAS Group, https://manas.iitmandi.ac.in/ 
Applications of machine learning to practical problems in agri, 
healthcare, telecom, etc.

● T. A. Gonsalves, "Musings on change: 
driver for SDN". CSI Transactions on
ICT, 2020
Speculations on increasing rate of
change in future, will increase 
importance of AI and Data Science

● http://www.iitmandi.ac.in/
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